The R package bigstatsr: Memory- and Computation-Efficient Statistical Tools for Big Matrices
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Abstract

The R package bigstatsr (https://github.com/privefl/bigstatsr) provides functions for fast statistical analysis of large-scale data encoded as matrices (Privé et al. 2018). The package can handle matrices that are too large to fit in memory. The package bigstatsr is based on a similar format (called FBM) as the format big.matrix provided by the R package bigmemory (Kane, Emerson, and Weston 2013).

The package bigstatsr enables users with laptop to perform statistical analysis of several dozens of gigabytes of data. The package is fast and efficient because of four different reasons. First, bigstatsr is memory-efficient because it uses only small chunks of data at a time. Second, special care has been taken to implement effective algorithms. Third, FBM objects use memory-mapping, which provides efficient accesses to matrices. Finally, as matrices are stored on-disk, many processes can easily access them in parallel.

The main features currently available in bigstatsr are:

- partial singular value decomposition (SVD) via randomized projections (Lehoucq and Sorensen 1996),
- sparse linear and logistic regressions (Zeng and Breheny 2017),
- column-wise linear and logistic regressions tests,
- matrix operations,
- parallelization / apply.
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